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1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
We consider here a problem in the cross-characteristic modular repre-
sentation theory of finite groups of Lie type. In particular, let G be the
Ž . afinite symplectic group Sp q , where q s 2 is a power of 2, and let l be6
< <an odd prime dividing G . We determine the l-decomposition numbers of
the unipotent blocks of G, up to three parameters in the decomposition
matrix of one block.
The unipotent blocks are of primary interest in this area, in part because
w xof a conjecture of Broue 1 . If true, Broue’s conjecture would imply that´ ´
the decomposition matrix for a block of a group of Lie type is equal to the
decomposition matrix for a unipotent block of a certain centralizer. We
will therefore restrict our attention to the unipotent blocks.
< < 9Ž .3Ž .3Ž 2 .Ž 2 .Ž 2The order of G is G s q q y 1 q q 1 q q q q 1 q q 1 q y
. Ž . Ž . Ž 2 .q q 1 . If l / 3, then l divides exactly one of q y 1 , q q 1 , q q q q 1 ,
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž .q q 1 , or q y q q 1 . If l s 3, then either l divides both of q y 1
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .and q q q q 1 , or l divides both of q q 1 and q y q q 1 .
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž 2 .If l / 3 and l divides q q q q 1 , q q 1 , or q y q q 1 , then all
l-blocks are cyclic. We determine the Brauer trees of all unipotent blocks
in these cases. Because q is even, the general results of Fong and
w xSrinivasan 5 do not apply. In case l ‹ q y 1, the decomposition matrix
w xfollows from the results of Gruber and Hiss 8 . We include here the full
decomposition matrices of the unipotent l-blocks in this case.
1 Research partially supported by the DFG as part of the research project ‘‘Algorithmic
Number Theory and Algebra,’’ and by the Kent State University Research Council.
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In case l ‹ q q 1, there are two unipotent blocks}the principal block
and one cyclic block. The Brauer tree of the cyclic block is determined,
and the decomposition matrix of the principal block is determined up to
three unknown parameters. Of the ten irreducible Brauer characters, eight
are known exactly, and seven of the projective indecomposable characters
are known.
w xThe ordinary character table of G was computed by Lubeck 11 , and is¨
w xincluded in the computer system CHEVIE 7 . Our character theoretic
computations were done using CHEVIE, which is based upon the com-
w x w xputer systems GAP 13 and MAPLE 3 .
We will use the CHEVIE notation for the ordinary characters of G.
There are 12 unipotent characters, denoted x ]x , and 54 indexed1 12
families of non-unipotent characters, of types x ]x . The descriptions of13 66
the index sets are included with the CHEVIE table. All non-unipotent
characters of the same type in a given block have the same restriction to
the l-regular elements. For simplicity, we will delete the indices from our
notation.
w xAs described in 2, Sect. 13.8 , the unipotent characters of G fall into
two Harish]Chandra series. The characters in the principal series are
Ž .labelled by bipartitions of 3, i.e., ordered pairs l, m of partitions with
< < < <l q m s 3. There is one non-principal series of unipotent characters
Ž .corresponding to the cuspidal unipotent character of Sp q . The charac-4
ters in this series are labelled by bipartitions of 1.
The CHEVIE notation for the unipotent characters and their degrees
are listed in Table I. The degrees of all the non-unipotent characters of G
that occur in a unipotent l-block of G for some l are listed in Table II.
2. RESULTS
The following theorems and tables give the l-decomposition matrices of
G. In all decomposition matrices, the dots represent zeros. The columns
are labelled by projective characters of G.
d Ž .THEOREM 2.1. Let l ‹ q y 1 and let l s q y 1 . There are exactly twol
unipotent l-blocks for G}the principal block b and a cyclic block b .0 1
The decomposition matrix for b is gi¤en in Table III if l / 3 and in Table0
IV if l s 3.
The Brauer tree for b is as follows:1
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TABLE I
Ž .Unipotent Characters of Sp q6
Note that characters of types x , x , x , and x are in b if and only39 40 41 42 0
if l d / 3, characters of type x are in b if and only if l d ) 5, and57 0
characters of type x are in b if and only if l s 3.63 0
d Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Let l ‹ q q 1 and let l s q q 1 . There are exactly twol
unipotent l-blocks for G}the principal block b and a cyclic block b .0 1
The decomposition matrix for b is gi¤en in Table V, with a s 1 if l d s 30
and a s 2 if l d / 3. The unknown entries in the decomposition matrix satisfy
1 1 db s 0 or b s 1, 1 F b F q q 1, and 1 F b F q. Moreo¤er, if l ) 31 1 2 32 2
then b G 2 and b G 2, and if l d ) 5 then b G 3.2 3 2
The Brauer tree for b is as follows:1
If q s 2 and l s 3, then a s b s b s b s 1. This case was known1 2 3
Ž w x.previously see 10 .
Note that characters of types x , x , x , and x are in b if and only51 52 53 54 0
if l d / 3, characters of type x are in b if and only if l d ) 5, and64 0
characters of type x are in b if and only if l s 3.66 0
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TABLE II
Degrees of Non-unipotent Characters in Unipotent Blocks
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TABLE III
Decomposition Matrix for b for l ‹ q y 1, l / 30
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TABLE IV
Decomposition Matrix for b for l ‹ q y 1, l s 30
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TABLE V
Decomposition Matrix for b for l ‹ q q 10
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The Brauer characters w , w , w , w , w , w , w , and w can be1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
determined from the decomposition matrix. Moreover, either w s x orˆ2 2
w s x y w , where x is the restriction of x to the l-regular elements.ˆ ˆ2 2 1 2 2
2 d Ž 2 .THEOREM 2.3. Let l ‹ q q q q 1, l / 3, and l s q q q q 1 . Thel
principal block b is cyclic and is the only unipotent l-block of G of positi¤e0
defect. The Brauer tree of b is as follows:0
Note that if l s 3 and l ‹ q2 q q q 1, then l ‹ q y 1, and this case is
included in Theorem 2.1.
2 d Ž 2 .THEOREM 2.4. Let l ‹ q q 1 and let l s q q 1 . All l-blocks of G arel
cyclic. There are two unipotent l-blocks of G of positi¤e defect}the principal
block b and the block b . The Brauer trees are as follows:0 1
2 d Ž 2 .THEOREM 2.5. Let l ‹ q y q q 1, l / 3, and let l s q y q q 1 . Thel
principal block b is cyclic and is the only unipotent l-block of G of positi¤e0
defect. The Brauer tree of b is as follows:0
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Note that if l s 3 and l ‹ q2 y q q 1, then l ‹ q q 1, and this case is
included in Theorem 2.2.
3. HARISH]CHANDRA INDUCTION
A major source of projective characters of G will be Harish]Chandra
induction of projective characters of proper Levi subgroups of G. Prop-
w xerties of Harish]Chandra induction are described in 4, Sect. 70 . In par-
ticular, the Harish]Chandra induction of a non-unipotent irreducible
character has no unipotent constituents, so we will consider only unipotent
characters. Moreover, Harish]Chandra induction of principal series char-
acters can be reduced to computations in the Weyl group as follows. Let L
Ž .be a proper Levi subgroup of G. The Weyl group W L of L is a parabolic
subgroup of the Weyl group W of G. The principal series unipotent
characters of G and L are in bijection with the ordinary characters of the
respective Weyl groups.
 4  4Let m be the set of ordinary characters of W and x the set ofi i
principal series unipotent characters of G, with m corresponding to x .i i
Let x be a principal series unipotent character of L corresponding to the
Ž . Wcharacter m of W L . Denote by m the character of W induced from
Ž . GŽ .W L and by R x the Harish]Chandra induction of x to G. IfL
W GŽ .m s Ý m m then R x s Ý m x . The characters induced fromi i i L i i i
parabolic subgroups of W can be computed using the CHEVIE package in
GAP.
Ž .The group G s Sp q is of type C and has three standard maximal6 3
parabolic subgroups. Let L , L , and L be the corresponding Levi1 2 3
Ž .subgroups, of types A , A = A , and C respectively. Then L ( GL q ,2 1 1 2 1 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .L ( GL q = SL q , and L ( Sp q = C, where C is cyclic of order2 2 2 3 4
q y 1.
Tables VI, VII, and VIII are the Harish]Chandra induction tables for
unipotent characters of L , L , and L , respectively. Entries in each row1 2 3
are the multiplicities of the character of G labelling the row in the
Harish]Chandra inductions of the characters of the Levi subgroup la-
belling the columns.
Ž .The unipotent characters of L are those of Sp q . There is one3 4
Ž .cuspidal unipotent character of Sp q , denoted x in the CHEVIE table.4 5
w xAs discussed in 2, Sect. 13.8 , the non-principal series unipotent characters
G Ž .of G are the constituents of R x . The remaining unipotent charactersL 53
Ž .of Sp q are in the principal series, labelled by bipartitions of 2. All4
unipotent characters of L and L are in the principal series. Characters1 2
of the Weyl group of type A are labelled by partitions of n q 1, hencen
the unipotent characters of the corresponding Levi subgroups are as well.
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TABLE VI
Ž .Harish]Chandra Induction from L ( GL q1 3
TABLE VII
Ž . Ž .Harish]Chandra Induction from L ( GL q = SL q2 2 2
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TABLE VIII
Ž .Harish]Chandra Induction from L ( Sp q = C3 4
The Harish]Chandra inductions of principal series characters are com-
puted using GAP as described above.
4. PROOFS
In all cases, the ordinary characters in the unipotent blocks are easily
wdetermined using central characters computed with CHEVIE. By 6,
xTheorem 5.1 , the restrictions of the unipotent characters in each block to
the l-regular elements form a basic set for the block, and the number of
irreducible Brauer characters is equal to the number of unipotent charac-
ters in the block. The restrictions of the non-unipotent characters to the
l-regular elements can be written as integer linear combinations of the
Ž .restrictions of the unipotent characters the basic set and it therefore
suffices to determine the decomposition numbers of the unipotent
characters.
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4.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1
Ž . dLet l ‹ q y 1 and let q y 1 s l . Let b be the principal block and bl 0 1
the non-principal unipotent block. In this case, l is a linear prime for G,
w xand the decomposition matrix follows from results of Gruber and Hiss 8 .
The block b is cyclic, containing unipotent characters x and x , and1 5 11
Ž d .l y 1 r2 characters of type x corresponding to the exceptional node of17
the Brauer tree. The tree therefore has three nodes and is easily deter-
mined from the character degrees.
w xBy 8, Corollary 8.11 , the decomposition matrix of the unipotent charac-
ters in b is as in Table IX. Here L is the l-decomposition matrix of the0 j
Ž . Ž Ž . .unipotent characters of GL q GL q is the trivial group , m denotesj 0
the Kronecker product of the matrices, and all entries off the block
diagonal are 0.
w xBoth L and L are 1 = 1 identity matrices. It is shown in 9 that L is0 1 2
a 2 = 2 identity matrix in all cases, and that L is as in Table X.3
These results, along with the labelling of unipotent characters in Table
I, show that the decomposition numbers of the unipotent characters in b0
are as claimed in Theorem 2.1. In CHEVIE notation, the unipotent
characters in b are x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , and x , and the0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 12
restrictions of these characters to the l-regular elements of G form a basic
set for b . The relations in Table XI hold on the l-regular elements. The0
decomposition numbers of the non-unipotent characters in b are calcu-0
lated from these relations and the decomposition numbers of the unipo-
tent characters, completing the proof of Theorem 2.1.
TABLE IX
Decomposition Matrix for b , l ‹ q y 10
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TABLE X
Ž .Decomposition Matrix L for GL q , l ‹ q y 13 3
TABLE XI
Relations on l-Regular Elements for l ‹ q y 1
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4.2. Proof of Theorem 2.2
Ž . dLet l ‹ q q 1 and let q q 1 s l . We will assume throughout thisl
Ž .section that q / 2. The 3-decomposition matrix of Sp 2 was previously6
Ž w x.computed see 10 and is consistent with our results for q ) 2, but some
parts of our proof are not valid in case q s 2. Let b be the principal0
block and b the non-principal unipotent block.1
The block b is cyclic, containing the unipotent characters x and x ,1 4 9
Ž d .and l y 1 r2 characters of type x corresponding to the exceptional20
node of the Brauer tree. The tree therefore has three nodes and is easily
determined from the character degrees.
The unipotent characters in b are x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x , x ,0 1 2 3 5 6 7 8 10 11
and x , and the restrictions of these characters to the l-regular elements12
of G form a basic set for b . The relations in Table XII hold on the0
l-regular elements. Recall that characters of types x , x , x , and x51 52 53 54
are in b if and only if l d / 3, characters of type x are in b if and only0 64 0
if l d ) 5, and characters of type x are in b if and only if l s 3.66 0
TABLE XII
Relations on l-Regular Elements for l ‹ q q 1
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If C is a projective character of G and x an ordinary character in b ,i 0
Ž i. Ž .denote by C the scalar product C, x . Because the relations in Tablei
XII hold on the l-regular elements, they also apply to the scalar products
of projective characters with ordinary characters. We will use the fact that
the scalar products CŽ i. are non-negative to put certain restrictions on the
decomposition numbers.
LEMMA 4.2.1. If C is a projecti¤e character in b with CŽ12. s 0, then0
Ž .C s b x q x q x q x , for some positi¤e integer b.2 6 7 8
Proof. Let C be projective and assume CŽ12. s 0. We will show that
CŽ2. s CŽ6. s CŽ7. s CŽ8. and CŽ i. s 0 for i s 1, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12. It then
follows from the relations in Table XII that CŽ i. s 0 whenever x isi
a non-unipotent character in b , hence C is a multiple of x q x q x0 2 6 7
qx .8
By the relation for x in Table XII, we have24
CŽ24. s CŽ12. y CŽ11. y CŽ10. .
Since CŽ12. s 0 and CŽ24. G 0, this implies CŽ10. s CŽ11. s 0. Similarly, the
relations for x and x together then show that CŽ7. s CŽ8. and CŽ3. s36 30
CŽ5. s 0. It follows from the relation for x that CŽ1. s 0. The relations19
for x and x imply CŽ6. s CŽ7..29 35
It remains only to show that CŽ2. is equal to CŽ6.. The relation for x21
shows that CŽ6. G CŽ2.. For the opposite inequality, we must consider two
cases. If l / 3, then there is a character of type x in b . The relation for54 0
x , along with the fact that CŽ6. s CŽ7., implies CŽ2. G CŽ6.. If l s 3, then54
there is a character of type x in b . The relation for x , along with the66 0 66
fact that CŽ6. s CŽ8., implies CŽ2. G CŽ6.. Hence CŽ2. s CŽ6. in any case.
LEMMA 4.2.2. If C is a projecti¤e character in b with CŽ12. s 1, then0
Ž .C s F q b x q x q x q x , where F is a projecti¤e indecomposable2 6 7 8
character and b is a non-negati¤e integer.
Proof. If C is projective and CŽ12. s 1, then exactly one projective
indecomposable constituent F of C contains x , and the multiplicity is12
1. Therefore C s F q FX, where FX is projective or 0, and FXŽ12. s 0.
X Ž .By Lemma 4.2.1, F s b x q x q x q x for some non-negative inte-2 6 7 8
ger b.
LEMMA 4.2.3. If C is a projecti¤e character in b with CŽ12. s 1 and0
CŽ2. s 0, then C is indecomposable.
Proof. If C is projective and CŽ12. s 1, then by Lemma 4.2.2, C s F
Ž . Ž2.q b x q x q x q x , with F indecomposable. If C s 0, then b s 02 6 7 8
and C s F.
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LEMMA 4.2.4. Let l d / 3. If C is a projecti¤e character in b with0
CŽ5. s 1 and CŽ i. s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, then CŽ8. G 2, CŽ11. G 1, and
CŽ12. G 2.
Proof. If l d / 3, there is at least one character of each of the types x ,51
x , and x in b . If CŽ i. s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, then the relation for53 54 0
x implies CŽ11. G CŽ5., the relation for x implies CŽ8. G 2CŽ5., and the51 53
relation for x implies CŽ12. G 2CŽ11. G 2CŽ5.. If CŽ5. s 1, the result54
follows.
The preceding lemmas will be useful in showing that certain projective
characters we construct are indecomposable. The projective characters
used in the proof arise as Harish]Chandra inductions of projective charac-
ters of Levi subgroups or tensor products of ordinary characters with
characters of l-defect 0.
Table XIII is the decomposition matrix for the unipotent characters of
Ž . Ž . w xL ( GL q = SL q , derived from results of 9 . Table XIV is the2 2 2
Ž .decomposition matrix for the unipotent characters of L ( Sp q = C,3 4
w x w xfrom 14 and 12 . Because the Harish]Chandra induction of a non-un-
ipotent character has no unipotent constituents, we require only the
unipotent parts of these matrices.
Table XV gives the scalar products of some projective characters of G
with the unipotent characters in b , where a s 1 if l d s 3 and a s 2 if0
l d / 3. The origins of these characters are shown in Table XVI. The scalar
products with the Harish]Chandra induced projective characters follow
w x w xfrom Tables VII and VIII. The characters x 1 and x 1 are characters14 26
of G of l-defect 0. The scalar products with C , C , and C are valid for8 9 10
all q / 2, and were computed using CHEVIE.
LEMMA 4.2.5. The projecti¤e characters C , C , C , C , C , and C are2 3 4 5 6 7
indecomposable, and either C or C y C is indecomposable.1 1 2
TABLE XIII
Ž . Ž .Decomposition Matrix for L ( GL q = SL q , l ‹ q q 12 2 2
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TABLE XIV
Ž .Decomposition Matrix for L ( Sp q = C, l ‹ q q 13 4
Proof. If F is an indecomposable constituent of C , then FŽ12. s 0.2
Therefore by Lemma 4.2.1, C s F and C is indecomposable.2 2
Since CŽ12. s 1 and CŽ2. s 1, Lemma 4.2.2 implies C s F q b C ,1 1 1 1 2
where F is indecomposable and b s 0 or b s 1. Hence F s C or1 1 1
F s C y C .1 1 2
By Lemma 4.2.3, C , C , C , and C are indecomposable. If l d s 3, then3 5 6 7
a s 1 and C is indecomposable as well.4
TABLE XV
Projectives in b for l ‹ q q 10
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TABLE XVI
Origin of Projectives in b0
If l d / 3, then a s 2. There is an indecomposable constituent F of C4 4
with FŽ5. s 1. Since F is a constituent of C , we have CŽ i. G FŽ i. for all4 4 4 4 4
i, and FŽ i. s CŽ i. s 0 for i s 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 10. Hence F satisfies the hy-4 4 4
potheses of Lemma 4.2.4, and FŽ8. G 2 s CŽ8., FŽ11. G 1 s CŽ11., and4 4 4 4
FŽ12. G 2 s CŽ12.. Therefore equality holds in each case, and C s F is4 4 4 4
indecomposable.
It follows from Lemma 4.2.5 that b s 1 or b s 0 in Table V. It is1 1
known that b s 1 if q s 2, and C is indecomposable in that case. We1 1
have thus far determined the projective indecomposable characters F ,2
F , F , F , F , and F , and have shown that either F s C or F s C3 4 5 6 7 1 1 1 1
y F .2
It is clear from Table XV that none of F , . . . , F is a constituent of1 7
C , C , or C . There is a unique indecomposable constituent F of C8 9 10 8 8
containing x , and a unique indecomposable constituent of F of C10 9 9
containing x . None of F , . . . , F is a constituent of C , hence C has11 1 9 10 10
a unique indecomposable constituent F . Since the elementary divisors of10
2Ž12.the decomposition matrix must be 1, we have F s 1 and F s C .10 10 10q
LEMMA 4.2.6. If F , F , and F are as defined abo¤e, then F s C8 9 10 8 8
y b F , and F s C y g F for some non-negati¤e integers b and g ,10 9 9 10
1 1Ž12. Ž12. d Ž12.1 F F F q q 1, and 1 F F F q. Moreo¤er, if l ) 3 then F G 28 9 82 2
and FŽ12. G 2, and if l d ) 5 then FŽ12. G 3.9 8
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Proof. As noted above, the only possible constituent of C , C other8 9
than F , F , respectively, is F . Hence F s C y b F , and F s C8 9 10 8 8 10 9 9
y g F for some non-negative integers b and g .10
Because F is a constituent of C and F is a constituent of C , we8 8 9 9
have FŽ12. F CŽ12. and FŽ12. F CŽ12.. Hence the upper bounds on FŽ12.8 8 9 9 8
and FŽ12. follow.9
By Lemma 4.2.1, FŽ12. and FŽ12. are at least 1. If l d ) 3, there is at least8 9
one character in b of type x , and the relation in Table XII for x0 54 54
implies FŽ12. G 2 and FŽ12. G 2. If l d ) 5, there is at least one character in8 9
Ž12.b of type x , and the relation in Table XII for x implies F G 3.0 64 64 8
This lemma completes the proof of the decomposition numbers for the
unipotent characters. The decomposition numbers for the non-unipotent
characters follow from Table XII. The methods used here appear to be
insufficient to determine the unknown entries b , b , and b .1 2 3
4.3. Proof of Theorem 2.3
2 Ž 2 . dLet l ‹ q q q q 1, l / 3, and let q q q q 1 s l . Let b be thel 0
principal l-block. All other unipotent blocks are of defect 0. Since l is not
3, l does not divide q y 1 and a Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic, hence b0
is a cyclic block. The unipotent characters in b are x , x , x , x , x ,0 1 3 4 9 10
Ž d .and x . There are l y 1 r6 characters in b of type x corresponding12 0 63
to the exceptional node of the Brauer tree.
In this case, l is a linear prime for G, and the results of Gruber and Hiss
w x w x8 apply. As in Section 4.1, it follows from 8, Corollary 8.11 and the
Ž . w xl-decomposition matrix for the unipotent characters of GL q in 9 , that3
the decomposition matrix for the unipotent characters in b is as in Table0
XVII.
The decomposition matrix for b has one other row corresponding to0
the non-unipotent characters of type x and the exceptional node of the63
Brauer tree. By the theory of blocks with cyclic defect group, each column
Žof the decomposition matrix has exactly two non-zero entries counting
.one row for the exceptional node , which must be 1. Thus the row
corresponding to the exceptional node x must have a 1 in the third63
column and a 1 in the sixth column. The Brauer tree for b then follows0
from the decomposition matrix.
The Brauer tree in this case can also be computed directly, using more
elementary methods. Projective characters constructed using Harish]
Chandra induction from the Levi subgroups L and L are sufficient to1 3
determine the tree.
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TABLE XVII
2Decomposition Matrix for b , l ‹ q q q q 10
4.4. Proof of Theorem 2.4
2 Ž 2 . dLet l ‹ q q 1 and let q q 1 s l . There are two unipotent l-blocks ofl
positive defect}the principal block b and a block b . A Sylow l-subgroup0 1
of G is cyclic, hence all l-blocks are cyclic. The unipotent characters x2
and x are of l-defect 0, hence their tensor products with other ordinary3
characters are projective characters.
The unipotent characters in b are x , x , x , and x . There are0 1 6 9 11
Ž d .l y 1 r4 characters in b of type x corresponding to the exceptional0 55
node of the Brauer tree. Table XVIII shows scalar products of some
projective characters with the ordinary characters in b , computed with0
CHEVIE. It follows from the theory of blocks with cyclic defect group that
the restrictions of these projective characters to b are indecomposable,0
and the Brauer tree is as claimed.
TABLE XVIII
2Some Projective Characters in b , l ‹ q q 10
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The unipotent characters in b are x , x , x , and x . There are1 4 5 7 12
Ž d .l y 1 r4 characters in b of type x corresponding to the exceptional1 56
node of the Brauer tree. Table XIX shows scalar products of some
projective characters with the ordinary characters in b . As before, the1
restrictions of these projective characters to b are indecomposable, and1
the Brauer tree for b is as claimed.1
4.5. Proof of Theorem 2.5
2 Ž 2 . dLet l ‹ q y q q 1, l / 3, and let q y q q 1 s l . Let b be thel 0
principal l-block. All other unipotent blocks are of defect 0. Since l is not
3, l does not divide q q 1 and a Sylow l-subgroup of G is cyclic, hence b0
is a cyclic block. The unipotent characters in b are x , x , x , x , x ,0 1 2 5 8 11
Ž d .and x . There are l y 1 r6 characters in b of type x corresponding12 0 66
to the exceptional node of the Brauer tree.
Since l ‹ q2 y q q 1, and l is not 3, so does not divide q q 1, l does not
Ž .divide the order of the Levi subgroup L ( Sp q = C. Hence the Har-3 4
ish]Chandra induction of any ordinary character of L is projective. We3
obtain the projective characters shown in Table XX, using the scalar
products in Table VIII.
The projective characters in Table XX imply that the Brauer tree has
the following subtrees:
All non-exceptional nodes are unipotent characters, hence the tree is a
real stem. Moreover, the principal character x is irreducible modulo l, so1
is an end node on the tree. Therefore, x , x , or x must be joined to66 5 11
x .12
TABLE XIX
2qSome Projective Characters in b , l ‹ q 11
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TABLE XX
2Some Projective Characters in b , l ‹ q y q q 10
The sum of any two adjacent nodes is projective, hence the sum of the
< < d U Ž .degrees of adjacent nodes must be divisible by G s l . Denote by x 1l 66
U Ž . ŽŽ d . . Ž .the degree of the exceptional node, that is, x 1 s l y 1 r6 x 1 . It66 66
d Ž 2 .is easily checked that since l s q y q q 1 and l / 3,l
x 1 ’ x U 1 ’ 1 mod l dŽ . Ž . Ž .5 66
and
x 1 ’ x 1 ’ y1 mod l d .Ž . Ž . Ž .11 12
Therefore, x cannot be joined to x , x cannot be joined to x , and11 12 5 66
 4  4the tree must be as follows, with a, b s x , x :5 66
If b s x , then x is irreducible as a Brauer character and is a66 66
constituent of the restriction of x to the l-regular elements. However,11
the degree of x is greater than that of x , so this is impossible. Hence66 11
a s x , b s x , and the Brauer tree is as claimed.66 5
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